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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Smartphones nowadays are equipped with an increasing number 

of sensors which can offer rich information for analytics 

unobtrusively and their connectivity enabling natural data 

collection. As a naturalistic assessment of learning experiences 

should no longer ignore new interaction paradigms and data 

sources, we argue that a multimodal approach combining 

different logging information and sensor readings and adapted 

to mobile learning contexts is required. This can enable deeper 

insight into interactions in novel learning settings involving 

smartphones as pure logging of traditional interaction patterns 

is becoming insufficient. We call this next-generation Learning 

Analytics (LA) [1] Mobile Multimodal Learning Analytics. Our 

purpose is to investigate how different smartphone sensors can 

be used for collecting information which can be useful for LA 

and what challenges are associated with this approach. Different 

studies showed the use of smartphones for eye tracking, facial 

feature extraction, voice analysis and other techniques useful in 

recognizing cognition states which are considered valuable for 

LA. Migrating LA, from traditional settings, where they have 

proven successful [7, 10, 4], to mobile environments to make 

assessments in natural, non-stationary settings requires 

considering many new factors influencing the learning process 

like dynamic context, device capabilities and social interactions 

[11]. However, not only are capabilities of mobile devices on 

the rise, but there are also other opportunities offered by 

smartphones which can be exploited to cope with or even 

eliminate these challenges. Another considerable challenge 

associated with gathering data about smartphone users is getting 

ethical clearance as collecting and disseminating sensor data 

raises serious privacy and security issues [8]. The front-facing 

cameras of smartphones can be used for a variety of techniques 

to measure cognition which can also be used in LA, like eye 

tracking and facial feature extraction, despite their generally 

lower resolution in comparison to the back-facing cameras [5]. 

All mobile phones have built-in microphones which can be 

used for voice analysis. Studies have shown modest accuracy at 

measuring emotion and high accuracy at estimating stress [3, 6]. 

Instead of mouse and keyboard, users of smartphones and 

tablets predominantly use touch interactions with touch strength 

and movement additionally introducing new sources of sensory 

data. In addition, affect can also be measured on smartphones 

using phone interactions and app usage [9]. As affect detection 

in an intelligent tutoring environment has already been proven 

to improve learning effectiveness [2], we argue that collecting 

multimodal data from smartphones offers unprecedented 

opportunities for the design of adaptive learning games and 

applications on mobile devices. 
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